Making Life Smoother.

™
Q-Series
Powerful AND quiet

Meet the strong, silent type.
They say it’s the silent types that surprise you. While the Blendtec Q-Series is 10 decibels quieter than
similar blenders, it still packs industry-leading power and performance.

COMMERCIAL

All the power without the noise.
It’s a pity to drown out a nice ambience with blenders that have no behind-the-counter manners.
The Q-Series™ keeps its operation on the down-low, so your customers can enjoy the
atmosphere that draws them to your shop in the first place.
Standard Features
POWER

- Powerful 15-amp direct-drive blender motor
- 1800 Watts

CONTROLS

- No-tend touchpad controls
- Blue LCD display
- Programmable for up to 30 custom-made blend cycles

QUIET

- Fully enclosed, easy-to-clean blending station
- 10 db quieter than similar blenders

FOOTPRINT

- In-counter or countertop installation

VERSATILITY

- Compatible with Blendtec’s patented FourSide™, WildSide™
and Twister™ Jars

Power, speed, consistency.
A 15-amp motor, combined with dead-simple, one-touch operation, means your Blendtec Q-Series will
serve up menu items more quickly and consistently than any other blender.

Safety first.
In a hectic foodservice environment, it’s critical to minimize safety risks. Only the Blendtec
Q-Series offers the optional ABC (Advanced Blending Control) function that automatically shuts
off the blender when the sound enclosure is raised. So your employees stay safe, and your
business day goes off without a hitch.
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DIMENSIONS
9.25" W
9.98" D
18.50" H
21.59 cm W
25.34 cm D
46.99 cm H

WARRANTY
Smoother:
2 years or 15,000 cycles
ABC:
3 years or 20,000 cycles
Motor drive socket: Lifetime
Includes full parts, labor and freight

WEIGHT
19.00 lbs
8.62 Kg

CERTIFICATIONS
ETL
NSF

CONTACT
1.800.Blendtec
801.222.0888
1206 S. 1680 W. Orem, UT 84058
Blendtec.com/commercial

Our range of blenders
to meet your every need

EZ 600

CHEF 600

CONNOISSEUR 825
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STEALTH 885

STEALTH 895 NBS

EZ 600

TM

Custom blending on
a budget
Ideal for businesses that want to launch a simple catering menu,
the EZ 600 is an affordable solution without having to compromise
on the power or quality that Blendtec is famous for.
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What can you expect from
the EZ 600?

EZ 600 TM
Standard features

Blendtec EZ 600 TM

MOTOR
3.0 peak horsepower,
6.5 AMP/240V available

Blending programs offer consistency
for various drinks

INTERFACE
LCD display, push-button controls

The EZ 600 can be programmed speci cally for
smoothies, coffee beverages, or milkshakes,
providing consistent smooth blends.

PROFILES
Smoothie, Coffee, Milkshake

One touch for user-friendly usage

PROGRAM CYCLES
Small, Medium, Large, Pulse

Preset your blender with Small, Medium, and
Large blends with a single touch and shut it off
automatically. This feature makes it easy for
anyone to operate.

USAGE
Recommended daily blends: 60+

Built to save time and money

DIMENSIONS
H: 15.0” (38,1 cm)
D: 8.0” (20,3 cm)
W: 7.0” (17,7 cm)

All Blendtec blenders were designed for
Commercial customers; reliable and built
to cope with Intense, high volume requirements.
lb

CERTIFICATIONS

EZ 600

BPA-free forside jar

4-SIDES

for a
better blending vortex

WEIGHT
7.1 lbs (3,2 kg)

Blunt safety blade

10X STRONGER

than traditional blades

Ultra High-Speed Motor

3.0 PEAK HP

blends
the toughest ingredients

BY
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CHEF 600

TM

Culinary Control
The Chef 600 was designed to meet the unique needs of culinary chefs.
It is available at entry-level pricing all the while offering blender speeds
and controls engineered specifically for food preparation in
commercial kitchens.
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What can you expect from
the CH EF 600?

CHEF 600 TM
Standard features

Blendtec CH EF 600 TM

MOTOR
3.0 peak horsepower,
6.5 AMP/240V available

Designed specifically for
food preparation

INTERFACE
LCD display, pushbutton controls

Affordable premium equipment built to withstand
the demanding needs of any professional catering
environment.

SPEEDS
Low, medium, high

One touch controls provide
easy operation

PULSE
High, low

The “O ne-touch” controls featureLow, Medium
and High speed cycles, as well as Low Pulse
and High Pulse for more refined blending
and mixing techniques.

USAGE
Recommended daily blends: 60+
DIMENSIONS
H: 15.0” (38,1 cm)
D: 8.0” (20,3 cm)
W: 7.0” (17,7 cm)

Built to save time and money
All Blendtec blenders were designed for
Commercial customers; reliable and built
to cope with Intense, high volume requirements.
lb

CHEF 600

CERTIFICATIONS

BPA-free forside jar

Blunt safety blade

for a
better blending vortex

than traditional blades

4-SIDES

WEIGHT
7.1 lbs (3,2 kg)

10X STRONGER

Ultra High-Speed Motor

3.0 PEAK HP blends

the toughest ingredients
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CONNOISSEUR 825

TM

High volume, little noise
The Connois seur 825 is a force to be re ckone d with, built for longevity.
It’s powerfu l engine was a lso desi gned to be su btle and q uiet.

blendtec.com au
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What can you expect from
the CO NNO ISSEUR 825?

CONNOISSEUR
825 TM

Blendtec C0NN O ISSEUR 825 TM

Standard features

Customized preprogrammed cycles
for consistent results

MOTOR
3.8 peak horsepower,
7.5 AMP/240V available

Thirty preprogrammed cycles blend your most
popular recipes with perfect consistency, and
our downloadable tool allows you to create
an unlimited number of customized recipes.

INTERFACE
LCD display, pushbutton controls
SOUND ENCLOSURE
Reduces noise for quieter blending

Soundproof enclosure reduces
blending noises
For shops where noise is a problem to take
into consideration, the soundproof enclosure is
a great feature,ensuring a quieter atmosphere..

USAGE
Recommended daily blends: 150+
DIMENSIONS
H: 18.7” (47,5 cm)
D: 9.0” (22,9 cm)
W: 9.0” (22,9 cm)

Built to save time and money
All Blendtec blenders were designed for
Commercial customers; reliable and built
to cope with Intense, high volume requirements.
lb

WEIGHT
16.8 lbs (7,6 kg)
ADDITIONAL OPTIONS
Can be installed in-counter

CONNOISSEUR 825

CERTIFICATIONS

BPA-free forside jar

4-SIDES

for a
better blending vortex

Blunt safety blade

10X STRONGER

than traditional blades

Ultra High-Speed Motor

3.0 PEAK HP

blends
the toughest ingredients
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STEALTH 885

TM

The wor ld’s quietest
commercial blender .
The S tealth 885 combines d ur abilit y, power, and a v ari ety of exci ting fea ture s.
We believe it is t he quietest, m ost advanced, and most us er-fri endly
comme rc ial bl ender on the pla net.

blendtec.com au
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What can you expect from
the STEALTH 885?

STEALTH 885 TM
Standard features

Blendtec STEALTH 885 TM

MOTOR
3.8 peak horsepower,
7.5 AMP/220V available

Stealth Technology ensures a
quieter atmosphere

INTERFACE
Tactile interface

The Stealth 885 includes a sleek soundproof
enclosure and proprietary airflow innovations
that enables blend recipes to be executed at
the sound level of a “normal” conversation.

SOUND ENCLOSURE
Fully enclosed, easy-to-clean blending
station. Advanced sound enclosure helps
blender operate at nearly the sound level
of normal conversation.

Customized cycles provide
consistent results every time
In addition to the 42 preprogrammed cycles,
users can create custom blends with the online
Blend Wizard™, then store up to 14 programs
on the blender.

PROGRAM CYCLES
42 preprogrammed cycles, customizable
blend cycles.
DIMENSIONS
H: 17.3” (43,9 cm)
D: 9.0” (22,9 cm)
W: 8.6” (21,8 cm)

Built to save time and money
All Blendtec blenders were designed for
Commercial customers; reliable and built
to cope with Intense, high volume
requirements”Each feature—from top
to bottom—delivers effortless operation

lb

WEIGHT
15.8 lbs (7,2 kg)
ADDITIONAL OPTIONS
In-counter version
CERTIFICATIONS
Conforms to applicable UL and CS A
safety standards as well as NSF
sanitation standards.

STEA LTH 885

BPA-free Wildside+ jar

Blunt safety blade

to a
perfectly blended drink

than traditional blades

14 SECONDS

10X STRONGER

Ultra High-Speed Motor

3.8 PEAK HP

blends
the toughest ingredients
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Directly serving cups to
customers with the quietest
commercial blender
The Stealth 895 NBS

combines durability, power and an innovative

feature allowing to directly serve cups to customer, saving time and money. In
other terms, it is a subtle, time saving innovation for commercial businesses all
over the world!

blendtec.com au
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STEALTH 895
NB
Standard features
Stealth Technology ensures
a quieter atmosphere

MOTOR
3.8 peak horsepower,
7.5 AMP/220V available
INTERFACE
Tactile interface
SOUND ENCLOSURE
Fully enclosed, easy-to-clean blending
station. Advanced sound enclosure helps
blender operate at nearly the sound level
of normal conversation.

Jarless blending, the forefront
of innovation
Why waste ingredients when you can have
perfectly portioned drinks and smoothies blended
right in the cup that you serve to your customers?
The Nitro Blending System minimizes waste,
saves time, and increases your profit margin.

6

PROGRAM CYCLES

DIMENSIONS
H: 17.3” (43,9 cm)
D: 9.0” (22,9 cm)
W: 8.6” (21,8 cm)

Built to save time and money

All Blendtec blenders were designed for
Commercial customers; reliable and built
to cope with Intense, high volume requirements.
lb

STEA LTH 895 NBS

H: 9.5” (24.1 cm)
D: 4.25” (10.8 cm)
W: 5”
(12.7 cm)

WEIGHT

ADDITIONAL OPTIONS
In-counter version
CERTIFICATIONS
Conforms to applicable UL and CS A
safety standards as well as NSF
sanitation standards.

NBS Micronizing System

BLENDS in
SECONDS

Blunt safety blade

10X STRONGER

than traditional blades

Ultra High-Speed Motor

3.8 PEAK HP blends
the toughest ingredients

right from cup to
customer

BY
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Rapid Rinse Station

TM

Save water, work, space and
time. O ne rinse station to
clean all blenders.
Compact, fast and efficient. The Rapid Rinse Station reclaims valuable
counter space with its efficiently-reduced shape and size. It is perfect for
stacking multiple Blendtec jars. Best of all, it can reduce exposure to harmful
sanitizers that irritate the skin and by extension causing delays on the job.

blendtec.com au
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What can you expect from
the RAPID RINS ER S TATIO N?

Rapid Rinse Station
Standard features

Blendtec Rapid Rinse Station TM

Build to last

EASY

EASY

The Rapid Rinse Station is made of a chemical-resistant plastic.
A stainless steel spray nozzle ensures trouble-free usage.

Simple to disassemble and clean
CONTROL

CONTROL

Smart Design
Compact and discreet, the Rapid Rinse Station fits neatly next to your
Blendtec blender or dispenser. It features a closed valve system that
prevents water leakage when water pressure drops.

Easy one-push operation
SAFE & STRONG

STRONG

Stainless steel nozzle for long-lasting,
trouble-free operation

Expanded coverage
Upon activation, water immediately covers 70% of the rinsing area
(compared to only 30% in other rinsers).

Easy and versatile
Use the Rapid Rinse Station to rinse any container with a diameter
of 8” or less (20 cm). Pitchers, blender jars, measuring devices—
anything!
A gentle push on the platform is all it takes to activate the spray.

RAPID RINSER STAION

Blendtec

SPARE PARTS

VERSATILITY

VERSATILITY

Effective for rinsing any container of
8” diameter or smaller

Additional options
RINSER ONLY
Rapid Rinser is also available for
purchase seperately
ERGONOMIC
Quick-disconnect water supply coupling
CERTIFICATIONS

Rapid Rinser

Available for purchase seperately.
By itself, the Rapid Rinser typically
sits in a sink or basin, where
rinsewater can drain effectively.

120° Coverage

Spray nozzle offers 120°
coverage. Powerful jets clean
containers in mere seconds.

BY
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Four Side Jar

TM

“

The FourSide jar’s square shape
blends much better than
traditional round jars.
The jar also generates more
friction, heating soups and
hot drinks quickly and easily.
It’s also especially good
for grinding grains and
making smaller quantities.

”

1. Vortex
4-sided design forces ingredients back
into the blade
around

2. Ergonomic
Lightweight material for easy lifting and
pouring
angels
7,5 cups (metric)

3. Safe and Strong
Made from durable Eastman Tritan
copolyester

4. Customize
Custom jar graphic available

RECOMMENDED LIDS

The FourSide jar effectively harnesses the
power of your Blendtec blender
NSF certified

.

Ideal to blend recipes with ice cream,
nuts and grains, soups, smoothies,
dips and batters.
The Fourside jar’s square shape and patented single-prong blade create a
better blending vortex to micronize ingredients. This smaller jar is perfect
for companies that sell lower volumes of blended product.

blendtec.com au
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WildSide Jar

TM

“

Its extra-wide base,
along with a more aggressive
blade nearly 4-inches long,
has helped the WildSide+ jar
to raise the bar in the
commercial blending category.

”

1. Ergonomic
Lightweight material for easy lifting and
pouring
angels
11 cups (metric)

2. Safe and Strong
Made from durable Eastman Tritan
copolyester
3. Customize
Custom jar graphic available
NSF certified

Blunt safety blade

10X STRONGER

than traditional blades

RECOMMENDED LIDS

The Blendtec blunt safety blade is
thicker and stronger than other blades.
Made from impact-resistant, BPA-free
copolyester.
Compatible with all Blendtec consumer
blenders.

Ideal to blend larger volumes of recipes
with ice cream, nuts and grains, soups,
smoothies, dips and batters.
An exclusive, patented square design with a fifth side and large capacity
produces thicker, faster blends and shorter waiting times for the customer.

blendtec.com au
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Twister Jar

TM

“

Simply add ingredients and
twist the lid while blending.
This forces the mix back into
the blade, achieving a perfect
blend every time.

”

1. Vortex
Patent-pending Twister lid with scraper
tines force ingredients off the jar sides
and back into the blending vortex
2. Ergonomic
Lightweight material for easy lifting and
pouring
design for easy ingredients removal and
cleaning

3. Safe and Strong
Made from durable Eastman Tritan
copolyester
simple

NSF certified

Blunt safety blade

10X STRONGER

than traditional blades

PATENTED TWISTER LID

The Blendtec blunt safety blade is
thicker and stronger than other blades.
Made from impact-resistant, BPA-free
copolyester.
Compatible with all Blendtec
consumer blenders.

MINI GRIPPER LID

SPECTACULA

Ideal to blend nut butters, hummus,
thick shakes, salad dressings ...
The twister jar lets you expand your menu offerings, blending the world’s
thickets recipes. Nut butters, hummus, thick shakes, salad dressings and
more. The thicker the better!

blendtec.com au
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“
”

NSF certified

RECOMMENDED LIDS

blendtec.com au

Soft Lid / Hard Lid

TM

“

Easy to install/remove,
Single piece (no plastic
insert)

”

SOFT LID

Compatible with:
Four Side Jar
WildSide Jar

HARD LID

Compatible with:
Four Side Jar
WildSide Jar

The Blendtec soft and hard lids are
specifically designed for recipes
such as ice cream, whipped cream
and smoothies.
blendtec.com au

Locking Lid / Cone Lid

TM

“

Stacks well, Vented in the
middle unlike soft/hard lid,
Seal better than soft/hard lids

VANTED GRIPPER LID
Compatible with:
Four Side Jar
WildSide Jar

LATCHING CONE LID
Compatible with:
Four Side Jar
WildSide Jar

The Blendtec Locking lid and
Cone lid can seal jars tightly; ideal
while creating juices, cocktail
drinks, and other liquid recipes.
blendtec.com au
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”
Features and Benefits Blendtec have over competitor
brands:
-

Interchangeable jars which fit onto all of the blender bases

-

Highest horsepower

-

Most powerful motor

-

More blend programs as well as unlimited customised programs via USB on Stealth
and Connoisseur

-

Blendtec BPA free jars are made from a copolyester material that has greater
chemical resistance, has improved sound dampening qualities and contains no BPA
(bisphenol A). Many consumers are looking for alternatives to polycarbonate and we
are glad we can provide the BPA free jar.

-

Made in America (Hamilton beach – China)

Warranty
-

3 year parts, 1-year labour

-

Jars - 12 months (Hamilton Beach only 3 months, Vitamix 12 months)

-

Blade – Lifetime (Vitamix only 12 months)

-

rushes and rmatures -

items

BPA Free
-

BPA is a chemical used in the lining of some food and beverage packaging to protect
food from contamination and extended shelf life. It is also used in non-food products.
Small amounts of BPA can migrate into food and beverage from containers
potentially causing health risks and harm (Food Standards Australia New Zealand
2015)

Commercial in Confidence.
Copyright © 2016 Hoshizaki Lancer Pty Ltd. All rights reserved. E&OE.
Hoshizaki Lancer reserve the right to change specifications without notice. Illu strations for demonstration purposes only.
Elements of the pictures shown within this brochure may not be standard and could incur additional charges.
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Jar Options

FOURSIDE™
The HP3A package includes a jar
and cookbook. Our FourSide jar is
ideal for soups, smoothies, ice
cream, dressings, and so much
more. Designed with a wide base
for fast food removal, ergonomic
handles for easy pouring, and
clearly marked measurements for
following recipes. This makes food
preparation fast, simple and fun.

WILDSIDE™
Our WildSide jar blends larger
batches in less time than the
FourSide jar and handles the
toughest tasks with less effort.
Even the thickest smoothies can’t
escape the vortex-altering wiles of
our patented fifth side. It virtually
eliminates air pockets for fast,
thorough blends.

Available in:
Black, Red, or White
110 Volts or 220/240 Volts

Size and Weight:
17.7 cm x 39.3 cm
7 in x 15.5 in
3.1 kg (7 lbs)
Shipping Size and Weight:
40.6 cm x 25.4 cm x 38.1 cm
16 in x 10 in x 15 in
4.9 kg (11 lbs)

Power:
1560 watts
Warranty:
3 Years for Parts / 1 Year for Labor

CONFORMS TO CE STANDARDS

Contact your local dealer for sales and service.
Blender serviced in area of purchase only. MADE IN USA
Authorized Blendtec dealer

Blazen Natural Vitality
www.blazen.com.au
MKT-RN-199 Brochure, HP3A, Intl Rev 01 Jul 2011

HP3A

Easy to Use

Healthy Lifestyle

With Smart-Touch Technology™ the HP3A
homeblender allows you to push a button and
move on to other food preparation while the
blender does all the work. The Blendtec
HP3A homeblender’s Smart-Touch cycles
speed up and slow down according to your
selected cycle and automatically shut off
when the cycle is complete.
Choose from 25 pre-programmed blend
cycles or manually control the machine by
using speed up, slow down, and pulse
buttons. Four frequently used blend cycles
can be stored on the touchpad.
Blendtec’s unique jar design and wingtipped blade pull the mixture down through
the blade, micronizing ingredients for the
smoothest texture possible. Blendtec’s commercial grade motor and patented jar features
eliminate the need for stir sticks or tampers.

Tasty shakes, whole juices, and
fresh fruit smoothies created in the
HP3A homeblender makes having
a healthy lifestyle simple, easy and
fun for the whole family!
Blending fruits and vegetables
preserves the nutrients and fiber
that are lost in juicing. Even seeds,
stems and cores, the most nutrientrich parts, are micronized in the
HP3A homeblender allowing you to
receive all their available nutrients.
The versatility of Blendtec’s
HP3A homeblender gives you the
ability to blend hot soup from fresh
raw vegetables, and in the same
blender make frozen desserts,
including ice cream, and of
course smoothies.

Seconds or less
The home blender can grind whole
grains, make bread dough, and
much more in 90 seconds or less.

Easy to Clean
The sleek design with a flat, sealed
touchpad eliminates cumbersome
knobs and buttons, which allow the
machine to be wiped clean in seconds.
—Cleaning the jar is fast and easy
too – just add warm water, a drop
of soap, press pulse a few times,
rinse, and the jar is ready for your
next recipe.
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